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ABSTRACT
The prevalence of the disruptive amplified reflection DDoS (ARDDoS) attacks is one of the biggest concerns of all network operators today. The increasing magnitude of new attacks are rendering
existing measures (e.g., scrubbing services) inefficient. This work
demonstrates DIDA, an efficient, topology independent, in-line ARDDoS detection and mitigation architecture that operates entirely
in the data plane.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Security and privacy → Denial-of-service attacks; • Networks → Programmable networks.
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INTRODUCTION

Recent trends in cyber security have proven the increasing prevalence and devastating power of Amplified Reflection Distributed
Denial-of-Service (AR-DDoS) attacks [5, 12, 14]. Two years after
the infamous Mirai attack against Dyn (a major DNS provider) that
knocked down most of North Americas’s and Europe’s Internet for
hours [18], the biggest DDoS attack recorded afterwards has targeted Github, the popular online source-code management service,
topping out at 1.35 Tbps [12]. Unlike Mirai, attackers did not need
any botnet; they exploited vulnerable memcached servers to launch
an AR-DDoS attack [12]. Later, a customer of a US based service
provider was attacked with the rate of 1.7 Tbps using the same
memcached attack vector [14]. Very recently, furthermore, Amazon
has been hit by the largest ever AR-DDoS attack at 2.3 Tbps exploiting the CLDAP protocol (Connection-less Lightweight Directory
Access Protocol) [5].
The essence and success of AR-DDoS attacks lie in the disparity
in bandwidth consumption between the victim and the attacker
itself. In particular, an attacker exploits the connection-less nature
of UDP protocol (fundamental services rely on, e.g., DNS, NTP,
SSDP, CLDAP) with spoofed requests sent to misconfigured open
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servers1 on the Internet, which reply with amplified responses (in
size) to a victim. When the disparity is magnified across many
requests, whole networking infrastructures can be easily disrupted.
Besides the minimal effort required for an adversary to launch an
attack and the millions of vulnerable reflectors (publicly) available
on the Internet [1], detecting an attack in time is challenging as it
appears completely legitimate on the wire. While the former fall
beyond the control of a victim network operator, to detect whether a
legitimately looking traffic belongs to an attack, stateful inspection
of the ingress and egress traffic is required. Particularly, if a vast
amount of unsolicited responses are observed with no requests sent
before, we can deduce the presence of an AR-DDoS attack.
While network operators traditionally over-provision their networks [13] to absorb small and short-lived attacks, besides the
waste of resources in normal operation (i.e., high capital expenditures), we cannot simply rely on it to deal with AR-DDoS attacks of
even hundreds of Gbps only. On the other hand, existing scrubbing
services already utilize highly scalable IDS/IPS and DPI functions
within data centers (either on-premise or on the cloud). However,
to comply them to keep track of each user connection (i.e., a request
and its corresponding response), complex network-wide tagging
mechanisms [8] are required to ensure that both ingress and egress
traffic of a given user are processed by the same VM. While some
of these issues could be alleviated by involving the network controller (e.g., aggregation of switch statistics, sophisticated tagging),
keeping track of all user connections in a timely manner would
result in a huge control-plane overhead [9]. Furthermore, scrubbing imposes additional latency and high operational costs, not to
mention privacy concerns when using third-party cloud-scrubbers
(e.g., Akamai [2], Arbor’s NETSCOUT [15]).
Here, we showcase DIDA, a Distributed In-network Defense
Architecture [10], which leverages on commodity programmable
switches distributed at the network edges (i.e., border and access)
and provides real-time in-line detection and mitigation of all variants of AR-DDoS attacks without the need for any interaction with
the control plane or any third-party. In particular, we cast DIDA in
a realistic environment, enhance the architecture with an efficient
monitoring dashboard, and most importantly, we extend our preliminary analysis [10] with multiple different use cases and QoS
measurements.
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DIDA: ARCHITECTURE DESIGN

As a running example, we consider Fig. 1, where an ISP network is
under a DNS amplification attack. The green dashed arrows denote
the benign requests and responses to and from a public DNS resolver, while the red dashed arrow shows the unsolicited responses
(i.e., the attack traffic). First, we need to keep track of requests
and responses, which an efficient data structure is needed for
that fits within the constraints of programmable switches. Hence,
1A

service is considered vulnerable if no basic countermeasures are implemented, e.g.,
rate-limiting the number of requests from a particular source.
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Figure 2: Demonstration setup.
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Figure 1: Illustration for the proposed defense mechanisms
against a DNS AR-DDoS attack within an ISP. Green arrows:
benign traffic; red arrow: attack traffic.
we adopted Count-Min-Sketches (CMS, [7]) due to its sub-linear
space requirements. Also, to be independent of the control plane
for data structure management tasks (e.g., resetting the counters
after a monitoring period), we extend CMS with in-network time
management [10, 11]. This is materialized by dividing the precise
timestamps of the high-resolution clocks on the commodity programmable switches into broader observation phases, i.e., 10 seconds. Whenever the clock wraps around, we skew all consecutive
observation phases accordingly.
Second, for accurate in-network AR-DDoS attack detection,
network-wide connection tracking is required. As traffic engineering and routing policies may result in different ingress and egress
points for a given network traffic, network-wide connection tracking must be topology independent. Thus, the Border (i.e., peering
side) and the Access (i.e., customer-facing) routers are strategically chosen to be replaced by commodity programmable switches
(cf. Fig. 1). While a Border keeps track of the responses, an Access
counts the requests of a given communication (e.g. DNS). Then,
we need an efficient communication protocol among them with
minimal overhead to detect (and mitigate) an attack. In particular,
whenever the number of responses at a Border reaches a suspicious threshold (say, 20), it shares its counts with the corresponding
Access by piggybacking the production traffic, i.e., via appending
custom headers (tags & counters) to it ( step 1 and 2 in Fig. 1). Note
that different border routers can have different thresholds. If there
is a significant difference w.r.t. the number of request at the Access
(step 3), an attack is confirmed, and the corresponding Border will
be notified (by an extra packet) about the attack (step 4).
Lastly, to achieve timely mitigation, the Border dynamically
manages an in-network ACL, where the source address of the
abused servers are added upon the confirmation of an attack (A
is added to the blacklist after step 4). Note, only traffic related to
the abused service (e.g., port 53 for DNS traffic) will be filtered and
dropped. This is done entirely in the data plane, i.e., the ACL is materialized by an adapted version of a cuckoo hash table [17] using
the registers of the programmable switch, hence being controller
independent. DIDA is designed to be generic, easily adaptable to
other network topologies and connection-less protocols (e.g., NTP,
SSDP, CLDAP). For more details, refer to [10].

DEMONSTRATION

We demonstrate DIDA in our test-bed having Intel Xeon Gold 6230
CPUs, 96GB of memory, equipped with programmable software
switches (Version 1.13.0-d447b6a8) and connected back to back.
It comprises the topology depicted in Fig. 2, with hosts H1 (victim), H2, and A1 (acting as a reflection server). DIDA is prototyped
in P4 [4], and the bmv2 [16] software switches Access and Border
are running the corresponding parts of the architecture. Since bmv2
is not optimized for performance [3], we limit the maximum bandwidth below the maximum performance of the switches for each
link at 500 Mbps using Linux TC to ensure consistent throughput2
across the setup.
iPerf use case. As a first use case, a persistent iperf3 session
is initiated (as a baseline of the effective bandwidth available) between H1 and H2 to fully saturate the links. Then, A1 replays a DNS
amplification trace having 7000 different resolvers as origins [6]
at maximum rate (300 Mbps) to exhaust the available link capacity of H1. We show that right after the attack has started, DIDA
promptly mitigates it within seconds, while exhibiting negligible
communication overhead (caused by notifying the Border).
Web browsing use case. While the attack is still on, to verify
the correctness of our architecture, we show that our mitigation
mechanism does not affect the benign Internet browsing activity
of the victim H1.
VoD use case. As QoS and QoE also depend on other factors
than available bandwidth (e.g., latency), we show that under the
same attack, even if H1 is streaming an online video, there are no
noticeable impact either.
A brief showcase of our demo is available at https://youtu.be/
aDkMkAMw9v4.
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